Paving the way for precision treatment of psychiatric symptoms with functional connectivity neurofeedback
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Despite the prevalence of Major depressive disorder (MDD), a large proportion of patients do not respond well to its existing treatments. Patients with MDD have heterogeneous transdiagnostic subsets of symptoms with differing underlying neural aberrations. Therefore, better treatment response might be achieved using more customizable treatments. Showing promise for this, brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) can be used to directly target patient-specific underlying neural aberrations. As a major step in this direction, here we reproduce and extend, with a larger sample, our previous findings that a BMI technique called Functional Connectivity Neurofeedback (FCNef) can normalize neural aberrations related to specific MDD symptoms. For the first time, we show that normalization of the target neural activity (here, connectivity between the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the precuneus) corresponds meaningfully more to reductions in corresponding than non-corresponding symptoms (here, significantly more to reductions in rumination than anxiety symptoms). Furthermore, we showed for the first time that this depended on the specific parameters that FCNef was run with. Specifically, normalization of the targeted neural activity and a corresponding reduction in related symptoms was greater with more external reward and with consecutive (compared to non-consecutive) days of training, but did not differ depending on whether participants were given shorter or longer time-windows to manipulate their neural activity. Overall, these findings demonstrate the promise of FCNef for precision medicine and highlight the importance of BMI parameter testing for enhancing the feasibility of actual clinical trials. Hereby, we inch closer to a future where signals from our own brains are used to guide our own individual medical interventions.
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Introduction

The World Health Organization estimates that, globally, 5% of adults suffer from depression\(^1\). They project that major depressive disorders will become the top cause of global disease burden by 2030\(^2\). Of the patients that do receive treatment, a whopping number—with estimates in the range of 29-46\(^%\)\(^3\)- are estimated to not respond in full. One likely contributor to this underwhelming response rate is that individual patients, despite often having heterogeneous and transdiagnostic subsets of symptoms related to different underlying neural mechanisms\(^4\), usually receive relatively homogenous treatment. For example, all or most clinical practice guidelines recommend Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors as first-line treatment regardless of depressive subtype\(^5\). Clearly, individual differences need to be better taken into consideration for more effective treatment. In the not-so-distant future, treatment may become more individualized using Brain-Machine Interfaces (BMIs), which can be used to identify and target patients’ own underlying individual neural aberrations and thereby guide their own individual medical intervention. However, to date, only a handful of BMIs have received approval from local medical regulatory agencies for human trials\(^6-8\), and even fewer have received full market authorization\(^9,10\). A key step towards approval of a given BMI technique by regulatory agencies is demonstrating the optimality of the chosen parameters. Here, we describe our efforts to discover an optimal set of parameters to improve outcomes with a specific form of BMI called Functional-Connectivity Neurofeedback (FCNef), which has proven promising for treating specific subsets of psychiatric symptoms\(^11\).

FCNef is a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) neurofeedback technique where participants have their brains scanned and receive external feedback in real-time. Importantly, this feedback depends on the current state of functional connectivity between targeted brain regions (measured as the correlational relationship between time-courses of BOLD activity from these regions). The feedback is used to train participants to move a targeted functional connection in a specific direction (e.g., make it more positive), a result that has been successfully and repeatedly demonstrated in previous studies\(^11-18\). Because aberrations in brain connectivity patterns may relate to specific psychiatric symptoms\(^19-26\), any method that can normalize these patterns (restore them to a healthy state) may aid in symptom amelioration. Showing great promise for this, recent FCNef studies have shown precise correspondence between normalization of functional connections and reductions in specifically related...
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Importantly, these effects endured for at least one-two months after FCNef\textsuperscript{11}. We therefore previously proposed that FCNef has high promise for use in precision medicine\textsuperscript{11,28}.

Critically, given its potential use as a medical tool in the future, FCNef should primarily maximize health outcomes while minimizing patient burden. However, to date and to the best of our knowledge, no study has examined the parameters under which FCNef can most successfully do so. Here, we therefore sought to rigorously investigate the core parameters of our previously reported FCNef paradigm, which was designed with the goal of reducing depressive symptoms (hereby, our “FCNef for depression” paradigm)\textsuperscript{11,18}. In this paradigm, we targeted functional connectivity between the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (DLPFC-PCC FC) with the goal of making this more anticorrelated, as is seen in healthy controls relative to participants with melancholic depression \textsuperscript{11,29}. Importantly for precision medicine, we expected normalizing this specific functional connection to reduce maladaptive rumination (brooding\textsuperscript{30}) symptoms but not anxiety symptoms, given their differences in underlying neural circuitry (e.g. see Williams et al., 2016, 2017\textsuperscript{23,24}). In the current paper, we extend our previously reported results with new analyses in a far larger sample size. We further extend previous results by, for the first time, outlining our efforts to find parameters that would optimize beneficial outcomes while also keeping participant fatigue to a minimum (because preliminary testing in a clinical sample resulted in the fatigue-related drop-out of one out of six patients\textsuperscript{31}). With these goals in mind, we focused on the following three parameters.

1) **Reward schedule:** During real-time neurofeedback tasks, the feedback has conventionally been provided simply as scores that reflect how similar the induced brain activity is to the target brain activity\textsuperscript{32–34}. However, recent evidence suggests that the target neural activity may be better reinforced during neurofeedback when, in addition to feedback scores, external reward (e.g. money) is also used\textsuperscript{35}. Here, we manipulated how participants were assigned bonus money to their feedback scores so that different groups of participants could earn less/more overall external reward.

2. **Induction time-window:** During preliminary studies with our FCNef design, participants were instructed to manipulate their brain activity on each trial during a 40s induction period\textsuperscript{11,18}. However, newer neurofeedback studies have shown success with shorter induction time-windows\textsuperscript{13–15,36} and reanalysis of some of our preliminary data indicated that participants were most effective in manipulating their targeted functional connectivity within the first 20s of
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our 40s induction time-window (see Supplementary Results and Supplementary Table 2). We therefore set out to examine if we could still obtain successful FCNef results when the induction time-window on each trial of our experiment was shortened from 40s to 20s. This would half the cognitive effort required by participants on each trial and reduce the overall length of the experiment by ten minutes each day.

3. Experimental schedule: In our original FCNef for depression studies\textsuperscript{11,18}, for consistency with most past FCNef studies (e.g. Megumi et al., 2015\textsuperscript{14}, but see Koush et al., 2017\textsuperscript{13}), participants came in for multiple consecutive days of experimentation. Coming in for consecutive days can be exhausting and requires motivation and organization skills, all of which can make this paradigm particularly difficult for people with psychiatric symptoms. We therefore tested whether a more flexible schedule, over non-consecutive days, could yield similar results to the consecutive training schedule.

Overall, we ran 68 participants in our FCNef for depression paradigm while manipulating reward schedule (low/high reward), induction time-windows (20s/40s), and experimental schedule (continuous/non-continuous training days). Our goal was to fine-tune our FCNef for depression paradigm so that it could be optimally successful. FCNef success was operationalized here by normalization of the targeted functional connectivity and a related reduction in symptoms. First, using a larger sample size, we strengthen our previous findings showing that normalization of DLPFC-PCC functional connectivity relates to reductions in brooding rumination symptoms (which are thought to relate to this targeted functional connectivity specifically) significantly more than to reductions in anxiety symptoms (which are thought to have different underlying neural mechanisms). Furthermore, we found (1) that a high compared to low reward feedback schedule led to greater FCNef success, (2) no meaningful significant differences in FCNef success regardless of whether a 20s or 40s induction time-window was used, and (3) that the aforementioned promising results did not replicate when FCNef took place over non-consecutive days. The reproduction of our previous results shows high promise for the use of FCNef for precision medicine in the future. The parameter findings pave the way for improved/optimized FCNef interventions. Furthermore, they highlight the importance of BMI parameter testing for enhancing the feasibility of actual clinical trials, thereby bringing BMIs one step closer to the clinic.
Methods

Ethics statement

Participants all provided written informed consent on each day of screening and experimentation prior to commencement. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Review Board of Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International, Japan (Ethics No.132, 172) and by the Kyoto University Certified Review Board (UMIN000015249, jRCTs052180169). All experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines and regulations of this Ethics Committee.

Participants

Participants were screened twice using the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI) questionnaire (see Supplementary Methods for more detail). Only those with an average score >8, who indicated no intent for suicide, who spoke Japanese, who held no current clinical diagnosis, and who were not currently receiving treatment for a psychiatric illness were invited to participate. Overall, 69 people passed the screening and participated in the main experiment. These participants had an average BDI score of 14.33 (std = 5.26), which puts them generally in the category of “mild depression” . Based on these BDI scores and the fact that these participants held no current psychiatric diagnoses, we will hereby describe them as having “subclinical” symptoms of depression.

Participants were put into six experimental groups- each with differing conditions related to the experimental parameters of interest (see Table 1). Which participants were run in which group depended largely on the schedule and length of availability of the participant, experimenter, and MRI machine at the time. For data analysis, the participant groups were then split into two datasets (see Table 1). Because no meaningful effects of interest were found for the parameter of Induction Time-Window, participant groups within these datasets were then collapsed across this parameter in the figures (this is also described in Table 1). It should be noted that the data of 20 participants (those from the C-40-H and C-40-L groups) has been reported elsewhere . Here, as in this previous report, the experimental data of one of these participants was excluded from data analysis because it was revealed - subsequent to
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experimentation that they held a current clinical diagnosis. Further detail about recruitment, participant demographics and payment can be found in the Supplementary Methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Group Name</th>
<th>Experiment Schedule</th>
<th>Induction Time-Window</th>
<th>Reward Schedule</th>
<th>Main Experiment Sample Size</th>
<th>1-Month Follow-Up Sample Size</th>
<th>2-Month Follow-Up Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consec/High Rew</td>
<td>C-40-H</td>
<td>Consec</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-20-H</td>
<td>Consec</td>
<td>20s</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consec/Low Rew</td>
<td>C-40-L</td>
<td>Consec</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-20-L</td>
<td>Consec</td>
<td>20s</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non/ Low Rew</td>
<td>N-40-L</td>
<td>Non-Consec</td>
<td>40s</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N-20-L</td>
<td>Non-Consec</td>
<td>20s</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
This table displays the six experimental conditions of interest and the specifics of the different parameters employed within each condition. It shows the number of participants who participated in each condition for the main experiment, and for the one- and two-month follow-up tests. Furthermore, this table show how the six experimental conditions were split into two overlapping datasets for analysis. It also shows how—because no effects of interest were found for the Induction Time-Window parameter—this data can be collapsed into three major groups of participants (shown in color on the left—these colors correspond to the colors used in the figures throughout this article). N/A = not applicable, because follow-up tests were not conducted for the C-40-H group. Consec = Consecutive. Non-Consec = Non-Consecutive.

Experimental procedure, materials, and imaging data acquisition

An outline of the experimental procedure is displayed visually in Figure 1 alongside details of the FCNef task itself. These were largely the same as our previous report\textsuperscript{11}, except for a few differences which were designed to allow for testing between experimental conditions of interest. These differences are highlighted in the sub-section below entitled “Differences in experimental procedure”. The protocol and imaging data acquisition details are identical to those in our previous report\textsuperscript{11} and are summarized in the Supplementary Methods.

Details of the symptoms questionnaires can be found in the Supplementary Methods, but overall general depressive symptoms were measured with the BDI\textsuperscript{37}, brooding rumination symptoms were measured with a subscale of the Rumination Response Scale (RRS)\textsuperscript{30,38}, and trait anxiety symptoms were measured with the trait anxiety subscale of the State-Trait Anxiety.
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Inventory (STAI-Y2)\textsuperscript{39}. As can be seen on Figure 1, because there would be limited clinical meaning, these symptom questionnaire scores were not measured on all days of the main experiment. Instead, they were only measured on the first day (Day 0) and last day (FCNef Day 4) of the main experiment and during the one- and two- month follow-up tests.
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a.

Day 0 (SHAM) → Days 1-3 → Day 4 → ...

Follow-up Tests (1 & 2 month)

b.
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Figure 1. Experimental procedure and example FCNef trial.
(a) The order of events that happened on each day of experimentation. Questionnaires = the Beck Depression Inventory-II\textsuperscript{37}, the Rumination Response Scale\textsuperscript{30}, and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory\textsuperscript{39}. Anatomical = T1-weighted structural MRI. N-back = a well-known executive control task\textsuperscript{40}, used here as a functional localizer\textsuperscript{11}.

(b) An example FCNef trial. During the rest period, participants should simply relax. During the induction period, they should “somehow” manipulate their brain activity to get the best possible feedback. Participants were told that different strategies of brain activity manipulation might work for different people. Unbeknown to participants (nothing changed on screen), there was a 2s calculation period at the end of the induction period. During FCNef, DLPFC-PCC connectivity (from the induction period) was calculated during the calculation period and this determined the feedback presented during the feedback period (but during SHAM, feedback was just random). Feedback was presented on screen as a green circle and participants had been clearly instructed that the larger this was the more monetary reward they would receive on that trial. During FCNef, they were instructed to try to make the green circle bigger than a red circle that was additionally presented on screen. The circumference of this red circle represented the participant’s baseline DLPFC-PCC connectivity (the average from SHAM). During SHAM, there was no red circle and participants were simply instructed to try to make this green circle as big as possible.
Modified with permission from Taylor et al. (2022)\textsuperscript{11}.

Differences in experimental procedure

The following three parameters were manipulated to differ between experimental conditions. This means that some of the conditions here had different parameters to those used in our previous report, which were specifically the C-40-L and C-40-H groups from Table 1\textsuperscript{11}.

Reward schedule:

All participants received a baseline reward bonus of ¥500 on each day for both the SHAM and FCNef tasks. This is the maximum reward that they could receive in the SHAM task, but they could receive an additional reward bonus in the FCNef task depending on their average FCNef scores from that day. The specific way in which scores were calculated in the SHAM and FCNef tasks is the same as in our previous report\textsuperscript{11} and is described in the Supplementary Methods. Importantly for here, when calculating the additional reward bonus, different calculation methods were used in different conditions for assigning money to the FCNef scores. In reality, this meant that participants in some groups got higher reward overall (usually,
baseline bonus + some additional bonus) and participants in other groups got lower reward overall (usually only the baseline bonus, but in a sparse number of trials some participants also got some small additional bonus). For ease of expression, we therefore refer to these as the high and low reward schedule conditions. Participants in the high reward schedule conditions (C-20-H and C-40-H; the H refers to high reward) could achieve an additional reward bonus of ¥50 for each average FCNef score point over 50. Participants in the low reward schedule conditions (C-20-L, C-40-L, N-20-L, N-40-L; the L refers to low reward) could achieve an additional reward bonus of ¥100 for each average FCNef score point over 75. See Supplementary Table 1 for specific examples.

Induction time-window:

Three groups of participants completed FCNef and SHAM with a 40s induction time-window; These were the groups: C-40-L, N-40-L, and C-40-H (the 40 refers to the 40s induction time-window). Three other groups of participants completed FCNef and SHAM with a 20s induction time-window; These were the groups: C-20-L, N-20-L, and C-20-H (the 20 refers to the 20s induction time-window)

Experimental schedule:

Four groups of participants completed SHAM, and FCNef Days 1-4 over 5 consecutive days (Monday-Friday); These were the groups: C-20-L, C-40-L, C-20-H, and C-40-H (the C refers to the consecutive experimental schedule). Two other groups of participants completed SHAM, and FCNef Days 1-4 over 5 non-consecutive days over a period of several weeks to months (mean of 18.5 days ± std of 15.3 days). These were the groups: N-20-L, and N-40-L (the N refers to the non-consecutive experimental schedule).

Data analyses

Linear Mixed Effect (LME) models

In each dataset separately, we ran analyses to investigate changes across time in: (1) mean FCNef scores, (2) FCNef score variance, (3) symptoms, and (4) resting-state functional connectivity (rs-FC). We also ran LME models to examine the relationships between changes in
different symptoms and changes in rs-FC. Each of these analyses included multiple LME models, which are described and compared in tables in the Supplementary Results. We briefly describe here the process of determining the best-fit model for each analysis. In level one, we started with a simple model which included just one independent variable and an intercept (e.g. ‘Score ~ Day’, in Wilkinson notation; Score = FCNef task score; Day = FCNef day 1-4). In level two, we ran an additive model which included the independent variable from level one plus regressors for the manipulated parameters for the given dataset (e.g. for Dataset 1 ‘Score ~ Day+TW+Reward’; TW= induction time-window (20s/40s); Reward = reward schedule (low/high)). In level three, we ran several different models, each with the same regressors as in level two plus one additional interaction (e.g. ‘Score ~ Day*TW+Reward’, ‘Score ~ Day+TW*Reward’, and ‘Score ~ TW+Reward*Day’). In level four, we ran a model with all possible interactions (e.g. ‘Score ~ Day*TW*Reward’). We next used likelihood ratio tests to compare models. Initially, the level one model was tested against the level two model. Then, going up through the levels, each model was tested against the best-fit model from the levels below it. At each stage, the best-fit model was determined by choosing the model with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, a measure of prediction error, which can be used to assess a model’s relative quality) if there was a significant difference between models, or by choosing the simplest model if there was no significant difference between models. In the case where there were no significant differences and the models were of equal complexity, then we chose the model with the lowest AIC. Finally, we used a likelihood ratio test to determine whether the best-fit model found would be improved by adding a random intercept for experimental subject (e.g. ‘Score ~ Day*TW*Reward+(1|Subject)’).

**Follow-up statistical testing**

For each best-fit LME, if a significant main effect or interaction was found then follow-up t-tests or correlations were run. We applied False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction whenever there were multiple comparisons. We had strong directional hypotheses that from before- to after- FCNef symptoms should reduce and rs-FC should become more negative (in line with healthy people). We therefore ran the related t-tests with one-tail. Likewise, we had strong directional hypotheses that symptoms should reduce as the rs-FC became more negative (i.e. a positive correlation between changes in symptoms and changes in rs-FC) and so we ran the related correlations with one-tail.
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Results

We examined participants’ FCNef success in terms of task performance, changes in rs-FC, changes in symptomatology, and, most importantly, in terms of how changes in rs-FC related to changes in symptomatology. Note here that “changes” refers to changes in the data from before- to after- FCNef and is defined as the baseline data from Day 0 (SHAM) subtracted from the data from Day 4 or the follow-up tests. For each analysis, we examined how the manipulated parameters (induction time-window and reward schedule for Dataset 1; induction time-window and experimental schedule for Dataset 2) may have impacted FCNef success.

FCNef scores

We examined task performance by using LME models to assess FCNef scores. We first sought to determine if the FCNef scores increased significantly across training days because this would indicate that participants had responded to the FCNef task successfully. We second sought to determine if the variance in FCNef scores decreased significantly across training days because this would indicate that participants had gained better control of the DLPFC-PCC FC. Importantly, we examined whether these effects were impacted by the manipulated parameters for each dataset. Overall, results from the best-fit LME models and follow-up analyses (Supplementary Tables 3-10) only revealed evidence for learning effects (i.e. changes that occurred over the days of FCNef) in Dataset 1. No such learning effects were found for Dataset 2. Specifically, in Dataset 1, results showed that, over training days, average scores significantly increased and score variance significantly decreased in the high reward condition (see Figure 2). These results were dependent on time-window, with significant changes over time only being found in the 40s time-window high reward condition (C-40-H; \( p_{FDR} < 0.01 \)); however, it should be noted that results were in the same direction for the 20s time-window high reward condition (C-20-H). Additional (non-learning effect) results are reported in the Supplementary Results.
Figure 2. Means and Standard Deviations of FCNef scores over days of FCNef

Results are collapsed across the different induction time-window conditions; See Table 1 for details. ** represents \( p_{FDR} < 0.01 \), * represents \( p_{FDR} < 0.05 \), # represents \( p_{FDR} < 0.1 \). Std = standard deviation. D = Day.
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(a) Mean daily FCNef scores for Dataset 1. Investigative t-tests, for each group separately, were conducted to examine whether scores on each FCNef day were higher than a baseline score of 50 (which was the average score given during SHAM on Day 0). Scores were found to significantly improve over days of FCNef only for the Consec/High Rew group.

(b) Daily Stds in FCNef scores for Dataset 1. Investigative t-tests, for each group separately, were conducted to examine whether variance in scores on each subsequent day of FCNef was lower than that on the Day 1 of FCNef. Score variance was found to significantly reduce over days of FCNef only for the Consec/High Rew group, but a similar trend was found for the Consec/Low Rew group.

(c) Mean daily FCNef scores for Dataset 2. These did not significantly improve relative to baseline over FCNef days for either group.

(d) Daily Stds in FCNef scores for Dataset 2. Participants in the Consec/Low Rew group showed the same results as reported in (b). Participants in the Non/Low Rew group showed no significant differences from Day 1 on any of the other days.

Self-report symptom questionnaire scores

For each dataset and symptom type (general depression, brooding rumination, and anxiety) separately, post-FCNef symptoms (i.e. those from FCNef Day 4 and from the one- and two-month follow-up tests) were compared with pre-FCNef symptoms (i.e. those from Day 0) to ensure that none had worsened. See the Supplementary Results for detailed t-test results and Supplementary Table 11 for the average and standard deviation of questionnaire/subscale scores from each measurement. Overall, participants’ symptom scores for both datasets for all symptom types were significantly lower on FCNef Day 4 than they were on Day 0 ($p_{FDR} < 0.05$). For Dataset 1, participants’ symptom scores for all symptoms types remained significantly lower at the follow-up tests one-month later ($p_{FDR} < 0.05$). For Dataset 2, a similar pattern was found (this was significant for general depressive and brooding scores, but $p_{FDR} = 0.058$ for anxiety scores). For both datasets, symptoms only remained significantly lower at the follow-up tests two-months later for brooding ($p_{FDR} < 0.05$), but general depressive and anxiety symptoms were still numerically lower. Overall, these results provide assurance that our paradigm was not affecting our participants negatively.

Next, we wished to see if changes in symptoms changed themselves in the long-term. To examine this, we ran LME models to predict “post-FCNef symptom change” (post-FCNef symptom data - SHAM symptom data) over “post-FCNef Days” (FCNef D4, one-month later,
and two-months later). The best-fit model for each dataset showed no significant main effects of or interactions with post-FCNef Days on general depressive, brooding, or anxiety scores (see Supplementary Tables 12-20). These results therefore indicate that once symptoms had decreased (from before- to after- FCNef) they then remained lowered in the long-term. The only significant effect that was found in any of these LMEs was a main effect of time-window (TW) in the best-fit LME to predict post-FCNef symptom change for Brooding in Dataset 1 (details in Supplementary Results and Supplementary Table 16); However, because TW did not interact with post-FCNef Day here (meaning it wasn’t a learning effect), and because no effect of TW was found in analyses where symptom changes were related to changes in rs-FC (below), this finding may be spurious and is not likely meaningful for our paradigm.

Resting-state functional connectivity

Given the right parameters (Dataset 1), rs-FC changes with FCNef training

For each dataset separately, we first used LME models to examine if DLPFC-PCC rs-FC changed over the course of the main experiment (over Days 0-4). If our FCNef intervention was successful, then we would specifically expect DLPFC-PCC rs-FC to decrease over the experimental days because this is what we reinforced during training. See Supplementary Table 21 for the average and standard deviation of rs-FC from each measurement. Overall, for Dataset 1, the results of the best-fit LME (see Supplementary Table 22) did show this hypothesized main effect of Day (see Supplementary Table 23). Follow-up t-tests confirmed that the DLPFC-PCC rs-FC was significantly more negative on the days of the main experiment (Days 1-4) when compared to the baseline rs-FC taken after SHAM on Day 0 ($p_{FDR} < 0.05$; see Supplementary Results). This LME model also showed a significant main effect of Reward (see Supplementary Table 23), but this was not supported by any significant results in the follow-up t-tests (see Supplementary Results) and so remains to be further investigated. Overall, for Dataset 2, the results of the best-fit LME (see Supplementary Table 22) did not show this hypothesized main effect of Day (see Supplementary Table 24). Follow-up t-tests confirmed that the DLPFC-PCC rs-FC did not significantly differ from Day 0 to the subsequent FCNef days of the main experiment ($p_{FDR} > 0.05$; see Supplementary Results).
rs-FC changes in the long-term

For each dataset separately, we second used LME models to examine if any post-FCNef changes in DLPFC-PCC rs-FC differed or remained stable over time. Post-FCNef changes in rs-FC were defined as rs-FC data from Day 0 (baseline from SHAM) subtracted from rs-FC data from the post-FCNef Day (i.e. from FCNef Day 4 and the one- and two-month follow-up tests). By examining how these changes themselves may have differed over time, we were able to examine the persistence (or lack thereof) of long-term effects. Overall, for both datasets, the results of the best-fit LMEs (see Supplementary Table 25) showed no main effect of post-FCNef Day (see Supplementary Tables 26 and 28), which indicates that rs-FC change itself did not increase or decrease over the multiple post-FCNef Days. This result actually has different implications for each dataset. For Dataset 1, rs-FC was more negative in the post-FCNef Days than on Day 0 (see Supplementary results); Therefore, no change across post-FCNef Days means that, overall, rs-FC became more negative from before- to after-FCNef and then remained more negative in the long-term. For Dataset 2, however, rs-FC was not more negative in the post-FCNef Days than on Day 0 (see Supplementary results); Therefore, no change across post-FCNef measurements means that, overall, rs-FC did not change from before- to after-FCNef and remained unchanged in the long-term.

Here it is important to note (a) that stark differences in results were found between Dataset 1 (where FCNef seemed to work) and Dataset 2 (where FCNef did not seem to work), and (b) that the only consistent difference between these datasets was the deliberate manipulations in FCNef parameters. The best-fit LME models to examine post-FCNef changes in DLPFC-PCC rs-FC did not actually include regressors for these parameters; this indicates that the within-dataset effects of these regressors were not large enough to account for a significant proportion of the variance. However, because we wished to examine the effects of these parameters in general and because we also wished to examine why the aforementioned differences in results between-datasets arose, we therefore next examined, for each dataset, the best-fit of the LME models which did include regressors for these parameters of interest. The best-fit of these models for Dataset 1 revealed a significant main effect of Reward (see Supplementary Table 27). Follow-up t-tests clearly showed that rs-FC was reduced significantly in the long-term for only the high reward condition ($p_{FDR} < 0.05$; see Supplementary Results). On the contrary, the best-fit of these models for Dataset 2 did not show any results of significance.
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(see Supplementary Table 29). These results indicate that the FCNef success found in Dataset 1 but not in Dataset 2, may have been driven by the high reward condition of Dataset 1. See Figure 3.

**Figure 3. Long-term changes in rs-FC.**

Displayed results are collapsed across the different induction time-window conditions; See Table 1 for details. Note that the different bars on each subplot represent different sample sizes (see Table 1). $D$ = Day, $M$ = Month, * represents $p_{FDR} < 0.05$, # represents $p_{FDR} = 0.05$

**a.** For Dataset 1, investigative t-tests revealed that for the Consec/High Rew group, overall rs-FC was significantly more negative than baseline immediately after FCNef had been completed ($D4$) and one-month later ($1M$), and that it trended towards this even two-months later ($2M$). Nothing of significance was found for the Consec/Low Rew group.

**b.** For Dataset 2, overall rs-FC did not significantly change over experimental days for either group. However, visually the rs-FC appears to shift in the non-targeted direction (positive) for the Non/Low Rew group. These results should be further explored using larger sample sizes for the long-term data.
Relationship between changes in self-report symptom questionnaire scores and changes in rs-FC

We sought to examine how changes in participants' DLPFC-PCC rs-FC from pre- to post- FCNef related to changes in general depressive, brooding, and anxiety symptoms. Here, changes were defined as Day 0 data subtracted away from FCNef Day 4 data. If the FCNef paradigm was successful, then we would expect changes in the DLPFC-PCC rs-FC to relate positively to changes in general depressive symptoms (i.e. the more the rs-FC became negative, the more the symptoms decreased). If, as previously hypothesized, the targeted functional connection (FC) is specifically related to maladaptive symptoms of rumination, then we would expect changes in the DLPFC-PCC rs-FC to positively relate to changes in brooding symptoms, but not to changes in anxiety symptoms (which we used as a control). Importantly, we examined whether these effects were impacted by the manipulated parameters for each dataset.

Overall success for Dataset 1 but not Dataset 2

For Dataset 1, in line with the success of our FCNef for depression task, the best-fit model to predict the dependent variable of BDI Change (changes in general depressive symptoms) showed a significant main effect of rs-FC Change (see Supplementary Tables 30 and 31). Corresponding to this, a significant positive correlation between BDI Change and rs-FC Change was found ($p_{FDR} = 0.002$). See Figure 4a. Note that the same results were found regardless of whether the data from one extreme outlier was included/excluded (see Supplementary Results). Contrary to the results of Dataset 1, Dataset 2 results showed no evidence for the success of our FCNef for depression task. Specifically, the best-fit model to predict the dependent variable of BDI Change showed no significant main effect of rs-FC Change (see Supplementary Tables 30 and 32). Correspondingly, there was no overall correlation between BDI Change and rs-FC Change ($p_{FDR} = 0.700$). Interestingly, for Dataset 2, the best-fit model did not include any regressors for our manipulated parameters but this was almost significantly superseded by two models which did include such regressors ($\chi^2(3) = 7.37$, $p = 0.061$ for the first and $\chi^2(6) = 11.36$, $p = 0.081$ for the second; see Supplementary Table 30). When both of these models were further investigated they were found to show significant
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interactions between rs-FC Change and Experimental Schedule (see Supplementary Table 33 and Supplementary Table 34). Follow-up BDI Change/rs-FC Change correlations were therefore examined for the two Experimental Schedule conditions separately. A non-significant correlation with a positive coefficient was found for participants in the consecutive condition (n = 23, r = 0.300, \( p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.170 \)), whereas a non-significant correlation with a negative coefficient was found for participants in the non-consecutive condition (n = 24, r = -0.409, \( p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.977 \)). This can be clearly seen in Figure 4d.

Evidence for specificity of the targeted functional connection in Dataset 1 but not Dataset 2

In Dataset 1, highlighting the potential of FCNef for precision medicine, evidence was found that normalization of the DLPFC-PCC rs-FC with FCNef training related to changes in Brooding but not Anxiety symptoms. This evidence supports the idea that the targeted FC is specifically related to maladaptive symptoms of rumination. Here, the best-fit model to predict the dependent variable of Brooding Change showed a significant main effect of rs-FC Change (see Supplementary Tables 35 and 36). Corresponding to this, a significant positive correlation between Brooding Change and rs-FC Change was found (\( p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.004 \)). See Figure 4b. On the contrary, the best-fit model to predict the dependent variable of Anxiety Change did not show anything even close to a significant main effect of rs-FC Change (see Supplementary Tables 39 and 40). Corresponding to this, no significant positive correlation between Anxiety Change and rs-FC Change was found (\( p_{\text{FDR}} = 0.498 \)). See Figure 4c. In Dataset 2, on the contrary, these promising results were not replicated. Specifically, no significant main effect of rs-FC Change was found in either the best-fit model with a dependent variable of Brooding Change or in the best-fit model with a dependent variable of Anxiety Change (see Supplementary Tables 35, 38, 39, and 41). See Figure 4e and 4f.

For each dataset, we directly tested whether there was a significant difference between coefficients from Brooding Change/rs-FC Change and Anxiety Change/rs-FC Change correlations (using MatLab code available freely online by Takeuchi, R. F., 2023, with one tail due to our strong directional hypothesis). The results indicated that, for Dataset 1 (\( z = 2.07, p = 0.019 \)), but not for Dataset 2 (\( z = 0.17, p = 0.432 \)), there was a meaningful difference between how rs-FC Change related to Brooding Change versus Anxiety Change.
The best-fit model to predict the dependent variable of Brooding Change for Dataset 1 was almost significantly superseded by a more complex model which included regressors for our manipulated parameters ($\chi^2(3) = 6.61, p = 0.085$; see Supplementary Table 35). This more complex model showed a significant interaction between Reward Change and rs-FC Change (see Supplementary Table 37). Exploratory follow-up testing revealed a significant correlation between Brooding Change and rs-FC Change in the high ($p_{FDR} = 0.002$) but not in the low reward condition ($p_{FDR} = 0.183$). Correspondingly, we found a significant difference between coefficients from the Brooding Change/rs-FC Change and Anxiety Change/rs-FC Change correlations for the high ($z = 2.076, p = 0.019$) but not the low reward condition ($z = 0.881, p = 0.189$). Note, the results here and in other relevant analyses did not change dependent on whether the data for one extreme Brooding Change outlier was included/excluded (see Supplementary Materials). Overall, the above results combined show that- given the right FCNef parameters (high reward and consecutive days of experimentation)- targeting a specific FC with FCNef (DLPFC-PCC FC) can lead to very precise decreases in only related symptoms (brooding rumination but not anxiety).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 1</th>
<th>Dataset 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4. How changes in rs-FC relate to changes in symptomatology.**

Changes in DLPFC-PCC rs-FC are shown plotted against changes in BDI scores (subplots a and d), Brooding scores (subplots b and e), and Anxiety scores (subplots c and f). On the left subplots of each dataset panel these relationships are shown for all participants and on the right subplots of each dataset panel these are shown split by parameter condition (see Table 1 for details). For illustrative purposes,
plotted relationships whose correlations reached significance are reported on the appropriate plots. Overall, promisingly for precision medicine, Dataset 1 showed significant positive correlations between changes in DLPFC-PCC rs-FC and changes in related (BDI and Brooding) but not unrelated (Anxiety) symptoms. These effects were greatly enhanced under conditions of high reward (Consec/High Rew group), but still in the same direction (reaching a trend with the uncorrected p-value for the BDI change correlation) under conditions of low reward (Consec/Low Rew group). On the contrary, promising results were not found overall with Dataset 2, which was comprised of the Consec/Low Rew group (results reported above) and the Non/Low Rew group (for whom the relationship between DLPFC-PCC rs-FC changes and BDI score changes was actually numerically in the opposite direction to expectation).

### Table 2: Effect sizes summarized.

We collapsed the results across the different induction time-window conditions (see Table 1). “Expected effects” are effects that we would expect to see if our FCNef for depression training was successful. Comparisons for “Increase in mean FCNef scores” and “Decrease in FCNef score STD” were t-tests comparing data from the first and the last day of FCNef (Days 1 and 4). Comparisons for “Normalization of rs-FC” were t-tests comparing rs-FC from before to after FCNef (Days 0 and 4). The two “Positive relationship…” comparisons were correlations calculated between changes in rs-FC and changes in symptoms, where “changes” were defined as Day 4 - Day 0 data. Effect sizes for each comparison are shown in the relevant cell. These are shown here as Cohen’s d (d) for t-tests and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) for correlations. Following convention, these can be described on a scale ranging from trivial ($d < 0.20$ or $r < 0.10$), small ($0.2 \geq d < 0.5$ or $0.1 \geq r < 0.3$), medium ($0.5 \geq d < 0.8$ or $0.3 \geq r < 0.5$), to large ($0.8 \geq d$ or $0.5 \geq r$) (when considered here as absolute values). Effects in the hypothesized direction...
are shown in shades of red and effects in the non-hypothesized direction are shown in shades of grey. The larger the effect size, the stronger the shade of the color in the relevant cell.

Discussion

Showing great promise for precision medicine, we found evidence that normalization of the DLPFC-PCC rs-FC specifically relates to reductions in symptoms related to this neural activity (those of brooding rumination) but not to reductions in symptoms unrelated to this neural activity (those of anxiety). Furthermore, with the goal of moving our FCNef technique onto clinical trials, we here tested the parameters under which it might optimally function to treat symptoms. Overall, we found that (1) FCNef works best using a liberal reward schedule as reinforcement for the targeted shift in functional connectivity, (2) FCNef may function best when participants come in for consecutive days of experimentation, and (3) the length of the induction period did not influence changes in rs-FC or corresponding reductions in symptoms, indicating that we could shorten this to minimize participant fatigue.

FCNef for precision medicine. Under the right parameters, the current results strengthen our previous finding that normalization of a target FC from before- to after FCNef relates to a specific reduction in only related symptoms. The current report shows these results with a far greater sample size than previously reported\textsuperscript{18,11}, which indicates that previous results were unlikely to have just been spurious. This greater sample size allowed the statistical power for direct testing of correlation coefficients, which confirmed that normalization of the DLPFC-PCC rs-FC was significantly more related to changes in related symptoms (brooding rumination) than to changes in unrelated symptoms (anxiety). Overall, although further testing is required, these results look very promising for the future use of FCNef for precision medicine. They bring us one step closer to a future where patients could one day enter the clinic, have their brains scanned, and then have targeted treatment to normalize their own specific neural aberrations related to their own specific subset of symptoms. Currently, these results are shown with functional connectivity in fMRI, and we plan to apply for approval of our local regulatory agency with this kind of paradigm. However, in the future, we expect this to evolve further so that FCNef may be conducted using EEG signatures (see Keynan et al., 2019\textsuperscript{43}) of target FCs. This would allow it to eventually be conducted with portable EEG headsets, possibly even away from the
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clinic in the privacy of the patient’s own home (for more detailed discussion see Taylor et al., 2021).

**Parameter testing.** The current report also extends our previous report by clarifying the parameters under which FCNef for depression can best be achieved. These results should help guide the design of future neurofeedback and other BMI studies. When selecting parameters for neurofeedback, past studies have tended to follow convention or have gone with what seems best in terms of cost/benefit trade-offs and/or in terms of making things easy for participants. Often, this is the only feasible way to design a BMI study because the cost of testing all possible parameters is enormous. However, our current results show that certain parameters can make a huge difference in BMI effectiveness. This means that without knowing the optimal parameters for a given BMI design, researchers may be finding null results simply because they are not running their designs in the best way they could (which would mean they are wasting time and money anyway). There is no simple solution to this complicated problem, especially because the optimal parameters could differ for different participant populations, target neural activity, goals, etc. Nonetheless, we hope that the current results provide some evidence that can be used to help future researchers be more informed when selecting their own parameters. The specific results for these parameter analyses, as well as their implications, are discussed in the following paragraphs.

**Reward schedule.** Participants in conditions with the high reward schedule had better FCNef success than those with the low reward schedule (see Table 2 and Figures 2a, 2b, 3a, 4a, and 4b). These results support the proposal that external reward might work as reinforcement that is additional to that provided by the feedback scores during neurofeedback. Based on these results, we recommend using liberal external reward in future neurofeedback studies. Furthermore, because BMIs generally do not use external rewards for reinforcement, this result might be worthy of consideration beyond the realm of neurofeedback.

Of course, when running interventions for the reduction of depressive symptoms, as we did here, it is important to consider whether or not reward will actually be useful for the reinforcement of the target neural activity. Disturbances to reward circuitry and disturbances in reward processing (usually reductions) are commonly reported in depressive and other psychiatric disorders. This means that the effect of external reward on the reinforcement of the target neural activity might be diminished when neurofeedback is conducted in patients with...
such disorders. Here, our results with subclinical patients did not corroborate this, but it remains worthy of further investigation in clinically depressed patients.

*Induction time-window.* Analysis of both datasets showed no consistent or meaningful statistical evidence that indicated that induction time-window mattered for symptom reduction, rs-FC normalization, or the relationship between the two. However, there was some indication that induction time-window mattered for FCNef task performance. Specifically, within the high reward schedule condition, the average FCNef task scores increased significantly more from Day 1 to Day 4 with a longer compared to a shorter induction time-window (i.e. in C-40-H compared to C-20-H). However, this result was not mirrored in changes in FCNef task variance, as all other FCNef score results were. It may therefore have been spurious, especially given the small sample sizes when the data is broken down this far. Either way, this result did not matter for our operationalized measures of FCNef success (since there was no effect of induction time-window on symptom reduction, rs-FC normalization, and the relationship between the two). This could be because, even with lower overall FCNef scores, there was enough variance in daily FCNef scores for high reward schedule participants with the lower induction time-window (C-20-H) to experience sufficient reinforcement of the target FC. Overall, therefore, these results are promising because they indicate that we can use the shorter induction time-window to achieve our definition of success in our FCNef for depression paradigm. This will reduce the overall daily length of our paradigm by about 10 minutes and it will half the cognitive effort required for induction. We therefore hope it will make our paradigm less strenuous overall for participants. This is also a promising result because it means that other FCNef experiments run in the future may not need such long induction time-windows as have been conventionally used. This result highlights the importance of testing conventional parameters, when trying to make BMIs more palatable for the clinic.

*Experimental schedule.* FCNef appears to be more effective when participants come in for consecutive, as opposed to non-consecutive, days of FCNef. As seen in Table 2, all expected effects were the strongest in the consecutive condition with high reward, in the same direction (albeit with weaker significance) in the consecutive condition with low reward, and reduced or in the opposite direction for the non-consecutive condition. Of course, the non-consecutive condition that we tested was with low reward and it would have been nice to fully balance this by also testing the non-consecutive condition with high reward. Nonetheless, while these results are not fully conclusive, things do not look good for non-consecutive days of
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FCNef. They indicate that, although possibly more tiring for participants, consecutive days of FCNef seem necessary to achieve positive outcomes. The results do not give any hints as to why this may be the case. However, it is possible that consecutive days of reinforcement are needed to drive learning effectively and/or that more non-controllable confounding personal circumstances can occur between non-consecutive days of training (an idea which researchers designing future BMIs and clinical treatments might benefit from considering).

One point to consider here is the possibility that neural plasticity related to the learning process might cause dynamic rs-FC changes in strength and direction that occur over time before settling into a new pattern (similar to the rebound effect first documented by Kluetsch et al., 2014). If so, then our analyses may not have fairly tested between consecutive/non-consecutive conditions because they may not have been comparing the same snapshots of learning effects. Specifically, learning could begin from FCNef Day 1 and therefore post-FCNef measurements (from FCNef Day 4, and 1- and 2-months later), which were a different number of days later than FCNef Day 1 for consecutive/non-consecutive conditions (and even within the non-consecutive condition), might thus have been taken at different points in the ongoing dynamic rs-FC changes.

**Limitations of the current design:** One limitation of our study was that it was conducted in participants with only subclinical levels of depression. Nonetheless, preliminary studies using this FCNef technique with clinical patients with MDD have shown promise. Results with clinical patients may be improved if the right parameters are employed. Another major limitation of the current study is that there was no control group or within-subject control condition. Therefore, it is possible that our target rs-FC changed and that symptoms improved for reasons such as the placebo or Hawthorne effects. These and other such possibilities are discussed in more detail in our previous paper. Overall, however, we think that because our findings are specific to symptoms related only to the targeted FC (brooding rumination but not anxiety) this means that our results are unlikely to have completely risen from such effects. Finally, although we did not have a problem using reward to reinforce the target neural activity, this does not necessarily mean that the same might be found if FCNef was conducted to target a functional connection related to anhedonic symptoms of depression or in a subset of participants who have the anhedonic biotype (see 23,24), for whom reward circuit disturbances are most commonly reported. This issue needs yet to be tested. Regardless, the use of external reward in a clinical setting still needs to be further considered and perhaps explored.
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more creatively because there are obvious ethical problems related to rewarding patients with money.

**Summary:** Overall, here, in a larger dataset, we strengthen our previous results, showing a significant correlation between the normalization of a neural network and a reduction in related but not unrelated symptoms. We directly compared the related correlation coefficients for the first time. Because we found these coefficients to significantly differ, this provides evidence that FCNef might be appropriate for treatment of specific psychiatric symptoms. It therefore brings us one step closer to a future where psychiatric treatment might be tailored to the individual patient. Here, we additionally extended our previous work by investigating the parameters under which our FCNef for depression paradigm is most effective. We found that the effectiveness of FCNef changed greatly depending on the parameters with which it was run. The specifics and implications of some of the parameter-related results that we found might be relevant beyond neurofeedback to BMIs in general. Furthermore, some of the results we found highlight the benefits of testing conventional parameters. Overall, these results should be informative for the design of future BMI testing and for inspiring new interpretations of existing data. More broadly, by documenting how parameter optimization can increase beneficial outcomes and reduce patient burden, we hope to inspire more of this in the future, with the ultimate goal of bringing optimized BMIs to the medical clinic.
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